
Herds, Flocks, and Caravans

Scott’s Bluff along the Oregon Trail in Nebraska 

Flocking Together
The Flint Hills region lies along the Central Flyway, a 

major migration route for hundreds of species of birds, 

making this area an excellent spot to birdwatch. Look, too, 

for the Greater Prairie-Chicken, emblem of the tallgrass 

prairie. Once found from Canada to Mexico, the Prairie-

Chicken is now most abundant in the Flint Hills, with 

their mix of cultivated grains and permanent grass. 
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Like the winds that toss prairie grasses, humans and 

wildlife constantly move over the prairie landscape. 

Until the mid-1800s, more than 60 million bison 

roamed the prairie in immense herds that spread like 

a shifting shadows across the grasslands. In the Flint 

Hills region, Kansa and Osage Indians followed the 

herds, relying on bison for food, clothing, shelter, 

 and utensils. 

During the early 1800s, wagon caravans traveled the 

Oregon and Santa Fe trails. Incoming settlers hunted 

the seemingly limitless bison until, in 1886 the last 

Kansas bison was killed. Domestic cattle replaced 

bison as the dominant grassland grazers. Today, more 

than a million cattle—many shipped from Texas 

and Mexico—graze the lush Flint Hills prairie 

grasses in summer, providing much of the nation’s 

beef and leather.

Listen for the wild, rasping kree-eee-ar of the 

Swainson’s Hawk, a common sight as it soars on 

prairie winds.

“In one view saw buff alo, elk, deer, cabrie [pronghorn antelope], and panthers.” 
--Zebulon Pike journal entry, 1806, while passing through the Flint Hills region 

See for Yourself
At the Scott Springs 

Oregon Trail Park 

(Westmoreland), you 

can walk in the 

pioneers’ footsteps 

along the historic 

Oregon Trail. View 

bison and elk herds at 

Maxwell Wildlife 

Refuge (near Canton). 

Watch for wildlife at 

El Dorado Lake and 

El Dorado State Park 

(near Cassoday, the 

“Prairie-Chicken 

Capital of the World”).T
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